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We have such great diversity in the mountains!
Forms of hunting

- Photo hunting
- Trophying hunting
- Poaching
We are the most famous!
In harmony with nature?
Taking care of forests is like taking care of ourselves!
Remediation – two approaches, big differences!
Save yourself if you can!

The surest way to get rid of pests is to cut down the trees!
If you dig a hole for someone, you might fall in it yourself!

Nature knows no boundaries!

STOP!

This fence looks awful, but at least no saiga can get through!
If people cannot cross the road safely, how do you expect antelope to make it?
Let's create ecological islands and save the remaining wild nature here!

Islands in the midst of arable lands? Hmm...good idea!
Ecotourism: uniting people and nature

Birdsong is so much more pleasant than urban noise!
Let’s have ecotourism!

Now this open space is more comfortable, but these noisy birds prevent us from singing and relaxing.